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After a motorcycle accident Will get paralizyed from the shoulders and down. His parents is tortoured
by his unhappiness and the mother hire him a happy company to ignite his spark of life back again.
Luckily has Louis café gets closed and her supervisor at the employment office sends her to the family
in hope geting that job.

WONDERFUL AND LEARNFUL ROMANTIC STORY

WARNING FOR SPOILERS!
This is a big shot for those who loves drama and romance. Stories about Romance have never been my style,
but this one has a good message. You should live life like the way you want it, thats how I interpret it. I
would never see or heard about this movie, if it was not for my girlfriend. It's a adaption of book by the
same name, and it's also written by the screenwriter from this movie, Jojo Moyes.
There are not so much to say about the script, more than that it's one of the best dramatic stories I ever heard.
It's very hard to say something about the story without spoiling. The movie make you think it's a sterotypical
romantic, but it's not. In the third act the movie throw everything around with the story. It's not the happy
ending we expected, but it's okey. The viewers get a life lesson, that they should take with them through
their life.Its a whole cocktail of emotions thats going through the mind at the last act, but thats whats make
the story so beautiful and have a impacted. We care about the characters!
The director and cameraman worked extremly good togheter, even do their work on the movie wasn’t the
most unique. The most of the movie rode on the script. I would say it was a good call from the director.
The actors couldn’t be better, especially Emile Clarke and Sam Clafin. I don't know if they needed to act so
much in their scenes togheter, because their chemistry felt so real.
You can feel the natural feeling between their characters. Emilie is the crazy happy, good hearted girl from
a small town, who want nothing else than help people, included her family with their economic problems.
Sam Clafin was that noble and cocky richkid that who want nothing else than his old life back. The other
actors in the movie did a good job selling and make us belive in the story.
To summarize, is this a wonderful movie, for those who love stories about drama and love. It takes the
stereotypical factors from the genre and make its own. It's not the perfect movie, but it's worth a look and
I’m sure that lots of people will love this movie, and get sucked into the story.
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